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Economic Warfare and the Death of Nations
We need to connect the dots of the background to the world economic warfare now
erupting. Behind it is the coming death of nation states, the rise of corporate states
and the capture of the Church into the cares of this world.
You will have noticed the media headlines around the world of the trade war that has
erupted between America and the rest of the world. But there is more here than meets
they eye. There are dark forces at work whose actual assault is on the mission of the
Church. Let me give you a brief outline in this week's blog of what is at stake for the
Church and for mankind.
Let me first give you two seemingly unrelated alarming statistics:
The one is the coming demographic collapse of all the world's advanced economic
nations.
The second is this startling fact: Of the 100 largest economic entities in the world...31
are nation states and 69 are corporations.
Now here is the reality of world power projections:
The interests of world economic corporations are more important and are of greater
power than the power and interests of nation states. And so when we connect the
dots of the power relationships in the world the reality is that corporations are using
their influence on governments to gain advantage in the economic war now being
waged in the world.
This has very important implications for the Church which I will explain, but first
some chart statistics that are very critical to understanding the nation state disaster
that is now inevitable and cannot be avoided:

China's economy is not going to survive the rapidly aging population with no
pensions and more than 100 million missing workers of children not born because of
one child policy. And even after China rescinded this policy women still are not
interested in many children...they prefer careers, money and shopping.
A recent article on Japan...

Japan Births Plunge To Lowest Level Ever Recorded As
"Celibacy Syndrome" Takes Its Toll
Back in 2013 we asked "Why Have Young People In Japan Stopped Having Sex?"
And while that might sound like nothing more than a clever headline intended for The
Onion, it was prompted by a very serious survey conducted by the Japan Family
Planning Association which found that 45% of Japanese women aged 16-24 and 25%
of men were "not interested in or despise sexual contact"...a growing trend that has
revealed itself via the nation's persistently declining birth rates. In fact, "celibacy
syndrome" has become of such great concern for the Japanese government that it is
considered a bit of a looming national catastrophe....a catastrophe that seems to be
getting worse at an accelerating rate.
East Asia is in the midst of a population collapse. The East Asian childbearing
population, after rising by 366 million or +125% from 1950 until peaking in 2005,
is now collapsing nearly as fast. By 2030, those of childbearing age will have fallen
by 180 million or a 27% decline
Below is a chart of the shrinking Italian labour force....because nobody wants large
families. Forget those Hollywood movies of large Italian family gatherings with
children everywhere...that is a myth and this is true of all nations in Europe.

The Mass Suicide of Nations States
Every nation that has an advanced economy is now in a state of terminal decline and
eventual death. Like the inexplicable beaching of whales (why do they abandon the

sea to die on a beach out of the water?) social scientists do not know why couples do
not marry and have children when economies prosper.
But this is plainly true...demographics is destiny and that destiny for all advanced
world economies is death. The trends are clear. There are not enough young people
to do what needs to be done to sustain the nation state or to:
- Pay the enormous interest of massive debts accumulated by the boomer generation.
- Pay the pensions of an increasing old age population as well as care for the aged.
- Pay for the running costs of governments needing increasing tax revenues.
- Finance the costs of family formation and the costs of raising children.
- Be the consumers that pay for the products and services of companies who believe
and plan for endless economic growth.
Why? Because today's young people are not interested in problems of others. They
want to have careers, money, do shopping and enjoy life...and the problems of family
and children are just not for many part of that lifestyle.
At the heart of the problem of the death of the nation state is the rise of the
corporation. The nation state has a covenant with its citizens. You pay taxes and we
provide services such as health, welfare, justice, education, infrastructure etc. But the
vast number of citizens of the world no longer believe or trust politicians or their
promises or have little to no loyalty to the state or nation. National identity and
culture is being replaced by a world culture and world identity.
The nation state is doomed by rebellious citizens, corruption, waste, inefficiency and
louse service. And the perception that "civil servants" with protected employment
and massive pension benefits are a parasitic element on the productive society.
The rise of the corporation has launched a new covenant with the populace. Give me
the hours of your day and we will pay you and support you. People see visible benefit
from allegiance to the company and its progress and growth. Literally the inner drive
of the corporate captive is "seek first the growth of the company and all these
things shall be added unto you."
The results have been toxic to both families and the church...and eventually to the
survival of the nation state. Why are there so few children?
- Women prefer careers to the burdens of child bearing.
- Couples cannot afford a modern lifestyle with many children to care for.
- People put off having children till late in life to establish careers first and then when
established plan to have children...only to find problems with infertility (which affects
25% of married couples)....too little too late.
- In places like Japan and Korea, China and other advanced tech countries there is an
even more perverse problem. Internet addiction by youngsters. In Japan there is a
national crisis of young men into their 30's still living at home and refusing to leave
their room for literally years at a time totally absorbed in computer games or internet
surfing. They are incapable of forming relationships. This is now a world problem.
- In every internet connected advanced nation the addiction to pornography is
destroying relationships.

The other major world phenomenon of finance capitalism is the increasing inequality
of modern finance capitalism whereby a new Feudal order of financial elites at the top
are the recipients of the vast income from productivity improvements and the bottom
90% are living with stagnant wages that have not risen for 30 years and in fact are
declining. Meaning for the vast majority of couples both must work at multiple jobs
leaving no time for family and children.
The article you want to read on this came out last week in the June edition of The
Atlantic titled "The 9,9 Percent is the New American Aristocracy"
(https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2018/06/the-birth-of-a-new-americanaristocracy/559130/)
The New Economic Warfare
At the heart of the new economic warfare that is breaking out all over the world is
visible expression of the realization by the major corporate powers that the nation
state is in fact heading for the dustbin of history and they are using their clout with
their national governments to assist them in their fight with other international
corporations for resources, capital, consumers and skilled workers in a new world
order dominated by the power of money and corporate clout. That is why Donald
Trump is targeting specific tariffs on specific companies and products (e.g. Russia's
aluminium world giant Rusal), or targeting foreign car makers to support American
car manufacturers or steel producers.
This is corporate warfare. This is not unusual corporate behaviour. The British East
India Company had a fighting army in India twice the size of the British army to assist
in its rape of the resources of India for its shareholders. The American colonists
dumped this companies tea in the Boston harbour in 1774 when the British
government forced the colonials to buy only East India company tea. Corporate
power with government power is the fascist model that goes all the way back to Rome
and its legions. The first corporate operators in ancient Rome were the "publicani"
syndicates that tendered for the tax collection franchise in Roman provinces for
looting with the backing of Roman Legions.
The Church and the World Economic Warfare
In the history of God's people dating back to Babylon there has been a prophetic
timeline of the people of God under the capture and dominion of succeeding world
powers until the time comes when the saints possess the Kingdom (Daniel 7:21).
These world powers are typified as "Beasts".
In Revelation 18 we have the phenomenon of the last world Beast empire, Mystery
Babylon which when it falls the angels cry out now is come in the Kingdom of our
God...and that Beast system ss typified as a great world money system that has
captured the people of the world with the power of money and commerce.
This is why Jesus warned you cannot have two masters God and Mammon. And that
is where unfortunately the many people of the Lord are now....captured by the world
money system. A system where their place of employment is obsessed with one
goal...how do we increase our finances. Money is the obsession of the age...what

money can provide, what life style it affords. People wake up in the morning thinking
about finances and go to bed worried about finances.
This world culture of money or Mammon obsession has been dominating Christian
ministry for decades now. There are now hundreds of thousands of books, video's,
preachings, teachings....all geared towards making you a success in the world system.
How to think positive, how to live positive, how to achieve career goals. What is
evident from all this is the warning of Jesus in the teaching of the sower and the
seed...the seed that falls on good ground but is choked by weeds which as Jesus said
are the cares of this world....and the cares of this world are the obsession with
Mammon.
Make no mistake here...this god of Mammon is not some friendly economic system
geared to bring you happiness and contentment in life. This present world Mammon
system is geared to have exactly the desired effect that it is now having:
- enslave people, companies and nations in hopeless debt enslavement.
- destroy family life and the preaching of the real gospel.
- destroy nation states and the moral fibre of people to act with compassion.
People commit suicide when faced with total despair of the future.
Nations commit suicide when they see no future and destroy the very basis of their
long term survival.
Cultures commit suicide when they allow their people to destroy their morality and
decency with obsessive compulsions that destroy families and children. The current
world population of youngsters are growing up in an alien culture. The word for them
is a fantasy world of electronic addiction. The world computer gaming industry is a
$140 billion turnover behemoth that is bigger than the movie or music industry
combined. Next comes virtual reality headsets and augmented reality and we will
then really lose a generation to fantasy illusions. They will not be able to carry the
enormous burdens that are coming. They will not be the tax payers that governments
need, or consumers that companies need, or the care givers that the aged will need.
This is the future that the Church faces over the next 20 years. A collapsing world
system.
And this is our time and this is our opportunity. This is the time for the Church to
prepare to take responsibility for a failing world system to heal the nations. You who
preach power of the Spirit...there is no power without responsibility. Those who sit
waiting for Jesus to rescue you....get up and fight because the world you are used to is
falling apart and Jesus is coming into His Church to save the world...not condemn the
world to Antichrist rule. Those of you preaching prosperity...wake up, this world
economic system is not going to bring prosperity to the people, only to the top
elite....it is time to seriously design a new world economic order based on Kingdom
principles.
Lets make the Kingdom of God Great in all the earth!

